Deutsch lernen mit System: Grundstufe, A2.2

Wortschatztrainer — Deutsch/Englisch
Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Lektion 65.1:

green space, park
exit (road)
crossing, intersection

Lektion 65.4:

route, distance
draw in, mark
summit
angler
fence
horse
barn
mountaineer
cloud
island
bridge, board walk
village
cow
farm
meadow
valley
pasture
tree
grass
bushes, shrubs
bridge
sky
sheep
sailing boat
hill
along
first
to climb on/over
a way leads…
in the direction, toward
behind (it)

further, next
straight
left and right
to turn
way, alley
roundabout
roundabout
bus stop
path
traffic light device
zebra crossing
Lektion 65.2:

beach
in the countryside
stay overnight
past
opposite, across
get, bring
booklet, notebook
the North Sea coast
pharmacy
hut
town hall
key
dresser, bureau
shelf (shelves)
Lektion 65.3:

at the end
from there
view
river
around...
by, through
forest
to climb up
to descend
to get done, to accomplish
finally

Englisch
mountains
the way back, return
town gate

above n below
to run
a short stretch
sunset
Lektion 66:

to use
opinion
author
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Deutsch

Englisch
to die/died
duty roster
close to, near
continent

Lektion 67.1:

Deutsch

Lektion 69:

package offer
half-board
full board
bookable
rich in, plentiful
for this purpose
That is ... Euro.
tourist attraction, point of
interest
beside, in addition
art museum
additional charge,
surcharge
to emphasize, to stress
to list
including
return flight
outbond flight, the flight
to
to recommend
to suggest
to be enthusiastic over
to be worth (it)

nevertheless / despite
therefore / because of
to refrain from, to resign
fatty food
logical
sth. is expected
wealth
surprisingly
sth. comes unexpectedly
to be unemployed
flu
to be tired
to apply for, to request
the heat
Lektion 67.2:

it snowed
terribly, horrible
thunderstorm
to jog in the forest
hardly
hurricane
to pour
to inherit a fortune
body odor
night duty, night shift
stock exchange
Lektion 68:

necessarily, absolutely
to go out
to experience
to rest
to (be able to) afford
to be necessary
duty, obligation
ability
intention
prompt, request
to be transferred
to be strict
impression
lawn
to be concerned about
state of health
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Englisch
to be busy with
to imagine sth., to figure
sth.
to spend

Lektion 70.1:

to let; to allow; to have
something done
presumably, likely
cruise
lawn
to mow
to run about
the light is on
to be on (light)
discount
to lure, to attract
not to be able to afford
sth.
unfortunately
at first, first of all
to take an order
stay, sojourn
to fail an examination
to steal

Deutsch

Englisch
understand, to be able to
relate to sth.

Lektion 70.2:

education
tyre
heart
to let someone finish
(speaking)
action, activity
to uninstall
to install
Intensivtrainer 70:

instructions, manual
to sort
laundry
to separate
colorful
directive, instructions
label
inside, interior
loose, not fixed
to close, to (press) shut
to fill
washing detergent
drawer
to put (in)
if necessary
softener
to adjust, regulate
correspondingly,
accordingly
washing programme
control
to remove
washing drum
finally
Lektion 71.1:

useful
function
to be cheap
to purchase, to acquire
to get, to procure
injury
intelligent, clever
independent
diligent
stove
a convenient location

Deutsch

Englisch
a high rent

Lektion 71.2:

zoo
currently
the coat suits you
stereo system
speaker
last week
to fit well
Lektion 71.3:

comfortable
be equipped with
cater to sb.
explorer
wallower
to escape
hectic rush
comfortable, cozy
to establish, furnish
peaceful, leisurely
nearby
country park
designed on a grand scale
wellness area
inviting
impressive
attraction, place of interest
sandstone
to visit
tour
imposing, impressive
fortified castle
Hanseatic League
world cultural heritage
rich in tradition
comfortable
first class, of highest
quality
hospitality
pleasant stay
rich (in sth.)
excellent
wonderful location
starting point
exciting tours
port, harbour
to experience
to admire
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Deutsch

Englisch
the public, audience
favourite
very active

Deutsch

outside
carbonic acid
to park the bike
to clean up, clear up
to wear sth.
to be used
bill, invoice
to register a place of
residence
to feel uncomfortable, feel
uneasy
sometime
to be comfortable

Intensivtrainer 71.A:

pen
appointment, date
garbage
belt
contract
to be sad, be trist
to record, note
to be awake
yard
to throw, cast
ton
fierce
confusing, unclear
fortunately, luckily
to be valid
to spend
Intensivtrainer 71.B:

home, homeland
mustard
impressive
to negotiate
to move in, pull up, draw
in
deposit
low fat
the door is locked
wristwatch
to cancel, to quit
to reign, to prevail
disorder
break, shatter
in any case, anyhow
fun, amusing
to go well
Come on, let’s go!
to pay attention to
alcohol-free
Intensivtrainer 71.C:

floor
shelf
salary
office
lean, skinny
serving staff
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Englisch

Lektion 72.1-2:

to discuss sth, talk about
sth.
on the one hand…
on the other hand...
to be annoying, be
annoyed
to be gone
something is going well
department
to be familiar with
to suspect, assume
air conditioning
meanwhile
to focus on
to increase
coworker
formerly
to change
elevator
from top to bottom
to gaze, stare at
unpleasant
to date with, meet with
constant
to impress
cafeteria
to have, carry
to be awkward, to be
embarrassing
job advertisement
to sound good
to apply to
living expenses
to rise

Deutsch

Englisch
termination, dismissal
to be hasty, to be
premature
to purchase, acquire
behavior
to offer
wage
claim, demand
to justify

Lektion 72.3:

Deutsch

Englisch

Lektion 73.3:

transfer
only, exclusive
prom
be demanding
lay, mislay
blanket
sink
disappointed by
Lektion 74:

to hear of
to destroy (destroyed)
to stop sth.
to talk with, socialise with
increase
pain
announcement
to have ahead, have yet...
in the meantime

broker
accommodation
to be ready
to the side of the road
inside / outside
achieve, reach
heating
heating costs
to visit
yard
kitchen nook
community bath
rent including heating
additional expenses
to renew
furthermore
to plant
to persuade
to assume

Lektion 73.1:

to hurry up
to (be able to) afford
to brush your teeth
to comb the hair
to take care for, look after
to be greasy, be fatty
to imagine sth., figure sth.
to enjoy oneself
from now on
in addition
to change
frankly speaking
apply make-up
for hours

That sounds good.
to be exaggerated
border
to preempt sb., get ahead
of sb.
to inquire about
to enter, access

Lektion 73.2:

to get annoyed at
to move
to thank for
to change clothes
to eat, to nourish
to be wrong, to err
to introduce oneself
to recall, remember
to make an effort
to protect against
to be afraid of
to wonder about

Lektion 75:

to get along with
to take part in, participate
on
to depend on
to belong to
to get used to
to take care for, look after
to watch out for
to think about
to pay attention to
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Deutsch

Englisch
power adapter
outskirts
insurance
child education
error, mistake
to complain to/about

Deutsch

to return
to congratulate
to run, race
to spoil, pamper
to leave
to control, regulate
to disturb
to fold
to operate
to extend
to take place
to beat, strike
to deal out
to bake
to consider
to happen
to connect, attach
to miss
to experience
to set up
to try
to promise
to examine
to cancel
to forgive
to manufacture
to look up
to fry, roast
to send away

to report of/about
to date with, meet with
to apply for/to
to spend money on
Lektion 76:

be hot and humid
disbelievingly
rise
stock price
art class, painting course
favorite topic
of course
dreaming of
frown at
dirty
the next-door neighbour
be up for, feel like
residence permit
network
to be lonely
to see sth., watch sth.
Lektion 78:

gradually
to refrain from, resign
alternating
frost
mood
clearly
to get, receive
a former boss
classmate
to dress up
carnival procession
to cause an accident
to bear the expenses, to
take over the costs
clique
to have left, remain
shortly, soon
line
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Englisch

Lektion 79:

Lektion 80.1:

strange
attract attention, stand out
to notice
to recognize
to determine
to be necessary
to be sad
to be proud
to be awkward, to be
emberrassing
to be sure
retirement home
competition
voucher, coupon
support
misfortune
to die

Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Lektion 80.2:

intensive
solar radiation
skin
cancer
to cause
to dare
to approach, address, talk
to
to suspect, assume
be lazy
penalty, punishment
think... of
tax office
that is because of
have bad grades

pleasure
healing
envy
exchange
idea
Lektion 83.1:

gap
federal capital
proportion of
green area
urban area
surrounding slopes
slope
average
in comparison to
exceptional, unusually
flair
numerous
famous
region, metropolitan area
dry period
tourist attraction, point of
interest
to grow wheat
amount to
there are 25˚C
to inspire, to delight
connected to, attached to

Lektion 81:

to be smooth
it freezes
to be cloudy
to be covered
to be fine, be sunny
to get cloudy
pouring rain
it’s snowing
to be foggy
to be damp
a wind blows
a storm rages
there’s thunder and
lightning
during the day

to be worth it
period
to be inclined
gradient, slope
including
village, the locality
rainfall
mood
oats
corn
mass
green area

Lektion 82:

Alcopop
bad, terrible
valuable
unfortunate
pleasant
dig quality
job interview
keep secret
to visit
curiosity
caution
danger
boredom
damage
dirt

Englisch

Lektion 83.2:

neighbouring countries
federal state
around, about
inhabitant
at the same time
greater area
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Deutsch

Englisch
remarkable
the church (institution)
federal railways
foundation
member
founded
high mountains
to comprise
about two thirds
to be situated below
in contrast
total area

Deutsch

Lektion 84-85:

pronoun
impersonal
representative
idiom
it is correct, it is true
be in a rush
it smells
mood
the day is dawning/
breaking
to ring
I have to go.
to agree
salary boost
amount
to transfer
to supply
to present
electric market

wide n slim cut
independent
arrogant
discreet
non-iron
organized
retired
energetic
in a good mood
fashionable
striking
shy
resistant
convenient
self confident
monochrome
tolerant
critical
to wear
wedding celebration

Lektion 86:

swimsuit
underwear
ladies jacket
sleeveless
top
jacket
gentleman shoe
shortsleeved
Lektion 87:

resilient
helpful, ready to help
colorful
reliable
checked
striped
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Englisch
aggressive
reasonable
stubborn
melancholic
tapered
waterproof
breathable
curious
patient
spotted
ambitious
casual
intrusive

Lektion 88:

exciting, thrilling
childhood
domestic
in the future, future
household, budget
economical
Lektion 89:

completely new
to praise
a fashionable outfit
to get
talkative
to estimate

Deutsch

Englisch
make a good choice
waist
to weight
functional material

Deutsch

to contain
cotton
to suggest
equipped with
holding back
appropriate, suitable
in accordance with
to join
position, point of view

to be (not) used
goal
to think... of
Lektion 92:

low
angry
to be to blame for
to agree with
grateful for
jealous
be glad about
enthusiastic about
useful for
ready to
looking forward to
in love with
to be busy with
sign up for/to
longing for
to warn
to recover from
to pass a test
head of department
curve
job interview
to enter
dangerous
recently
some time ago
newly / recently

to transport
stretchy, elastic
to be familiar with
silent
be smart, be maintained
to desire
to hunt
to be informed
dip into one’s purse
company
sunday open for business
... as well as...
Lektion 90:

to cut
to feel
necessarily
to loose weight
help carrying
from afar
your heart beats loudly
bird
rock
eagle
It’s going to rain tomorrow.

be hurt
to speculate
rising prices

Lektion 91:

to be worth it
it’s impossible
it’s advisable
to be amazed
to be frightened of
to be uncomfortable

Englisch
it’s unwise
intention
constituent, clause
indicative
to emerge, arise
to refuse
It seems to be difficult

Lektion 93:

drive away
valley
to be covered
to be fine, be sunny
view, outlook
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

snowy
landscape
to enjoy
occasional
Here is a lot going on.
carry great weight
to return
to be responsible for
East Asiatic room
opportunity
to push into
to move
all in all
to feel good
village
to receive a message
to spend a nice time
Lektion 95.1:

have a cold
exam
shell
adventure
gasoline
gas station
to be drunk
hardly
to afford
tropics
to get vaccinated
trip
hay fever
fishing stuff
to approach
sunburn
Lektion 95.2:

be weird
joke
to doubt
superior
ability
result
disappointed by
salary negotiation
to be amazed by
reach the summit
job offer
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Englisch
to accept
decision
refrain from, resign
organizer
cancel
curriculum
to convey, mediate
head of department
to be late
non-iron
in favour
heritage
have a happy marriage
insurance

Lektion 96:

landlocked country
official language
population
to attain, obtain
recognition
under public law
independence
federal state, s
limitation
Swiss federal state
sovereignty
law
public authority
government
to form
to be dominant
(meteorolog.)
weather situation
whereas
rather
characterised by
wooded
mountainous region
to protect
on the one hand, on the
other hand
avalanche
to absorb
furthermore
flood, inundation

Deutsch

Englisch
to prevent
area
agricultural

Lektion 97:

training, education,
formation
field, line of work
description
job title
commerce
(botanical) nursery
occasion
funeral service
cut flowers
mainly
consumer
local products
situation, conditions
as well
involving sth., associated
with
with keen interest
vocational diploma
when dealing with
customer
self-employed,
independent/
independently
enterprise
knowledge, expertise
organisational talent
component
to be in contact with
close friends
right, eligibility
provision, supply
requirement, prerequisite
admission, permission
acquisition
clarification, information
assistance, care
to impart (knowledge)
discovery, exploration
to exchange
to depict
care
production

Deutsch

Englisch
expectation
graduation
development
assembly (ind.)
maintenance
regulation
advertising
craft, trade
ability
customs
base, basis
import
potentially
communicative
secondary school
middle school
elementary school
duty (fee)
fee
to contact
export
import
to enable
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